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IN THE SPOTLIGHT

And so we arrived at the last newsletter of STEP_UP!

Two years ago, we started a journey that allowed us to learn and think more 
about the impact of a pandemic in the world, and how we can deal with and 
control it. Throughout this journey, we developed Thematic Reports focused on 
different themes of a pandemic emergency, a Manual on Social and Policy 
Interventions, a Virtual Library, a Trainer Toolkit and, of course, the STEP_UP 
educational game!

What a journey, what a joy!

Carina Dantas

WHAT WE DID SO FAR

The last few months were very busy for the STEP_UP consortium, with all the tasks to 
complete the project results, plus national and international Multiplier Events. We 
were very proud of our work when we received feedback from the participants in the 
events!

Since December 2020, our consortium has been working to develop different materials 
For adult education on a pandemic scenario. Check them all!

NATIONAL MULTIPLIER EVENTS

CROATIA THE NETHERLANDS

GERMANY SPAIN

WHAT WE ACHIEVED

THEMATIC REPORTS

VIRTUAL LIBRARY

FINAL TRANSNATIONAL PROJECT MEETING – HELLO FRANKFURT!

We developed a Virtual library with more than 300 publications, that is one of 
the most valuable project’s legacies!

And it's a wrap in Frankfurt!
While the consortium goes through the 
final details at the final transnational 
project meeting in Frankfurt, you can 
already check the STEP_UP learning 
platform and game at:

https://stepupgame.eu/

We did a SWOT analysis to elaborate 
strategies that will intensify the strengths 
and opportunities of the STEP_UP results 
and drafted an action plan to enhance the 
sustainability of the game. 
Strategies for dissemination to adult 
educators, political decision-makers and 
lobby-groups at the local, regional and 
national level were synthetized in this 
briefing paper. 

WHAT’S NEXT?

WHO WE ARE

Co-funded by the 
Erasmus+ Programme 
of the European Union

The European Commission's support for the production of this publication 
does not constitute an endorsement of the contents, which reflect the views 
only of the authors, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any 
use which may be made of the information contained therein.

(INTER)NATIONAL MULTIPLIER EVENT – PORTUGAL

https://stepupgame.eu/results/stepupvideo/
https://stepupgame.eu/2022/11/21/step_up-multiplied-to-almost-100-participants/
https://stepupgame.eu/2023/02/02/step_up-multiplier-event-in-germany/
https://stepupgame.eu/2023/01/30/step_up-multiplier-event-by-wise-angle/
https://stepupgame.eu/2023/01/20/step_up-multiplier-event-in-the-netherlands/
https://stepupgame.eu/2022/12/10/step_up-multiplier-event-in-croatia-2/
https://shine2.eu/Games/12345STEP/
https://stepupgame.eu/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/STEP_UP-Interventions-Manual-2.pdf
https://stepupgame.eu/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/STEP_UP_Trainer-manual_EN_fv.pdf
https://stepupgame.eu/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/STEP_UP_AFEdemy-final-report-Early-Detection.pdf
https://stepupgame.eu/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/STEP_UP_SHINE-final-report-Prevention.pdf
https://stepupgame.eu/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/STEP_UP-ISIS-Final-report-Policy-measures-1.pdf
https://stepupgame.eu/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/STEP_UP_CIPH-final-report-Health-and-Social-Care.pdf
https://stepupgame.eu/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/STEP_UP_Wise-final-report-Communication.pdf
https://stepupgame.eu/library/
https://stepupgame.eu/project-partners/
https://stepupgame.eu/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/STEP_UP-Briefing-Paper.pdf
https://stepupgame.eu/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/STEP_UP-Briefing-Paper.pdf
https://stepupgame.eu/2023/03/10/step_up-partners-wrapped-up-the-project-in-frankfurt/



